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		Microsoft Office is the most popular collection of application software ever, and for good reason. The programs in the Office family allow you to perform just about any task that involves words, numbers, charts and graphs, slide decks, email, and more.

	With Office 2013, Microsoft has polished the entire collection and introduced tight connections to cloud-based services, which allow you to sync settings between multiple devices just by signing in with an Office account and using the SkyDrive and SkyDrive Pro services from Microsoft.

	

	Office 2013 introduces one new wrinkle that might confuse some longtime Office veterans. In addition to the conventional one-copy-per-PC license, Office 2013 is available as a subscription product, which includes the rights to install and use the full suite of Office software on multiple devices. We encourage you to read Chapter 1 carefully for a full overview of what’s new and changed in this version.
	
		Conquer Microsoft Office—from the inside out!

	
		You're beyond the basics, so dive right into Microsoft Office—and really put these productivity tools and services to work! This supremely organized reference packs hundreds of timesaving solutions, troubleshooting tips, and workarounds. It's all muscle and no fluff. Discover how the experts tackle Office—and challenge yourself to new levels of mastery.

		
			Take advantage of Office in the cloud with Office 365
	
			Get insider tweaks and tips to become more productive
	
			Sync your email, calendar, and contacts on multiple devices
	
			Organize and edit complex documents with Microsoft Word
	
			Enhance Microsoft PowerPoint presentations with rich media
	
			Handle data with the Microsoft Excel Quick Analysis tool
	
			Get organized with Microsoft OneNote using expert techniques
	
			Save, share, and sync documents and settings with SkyDrive
	
			Use Microsoft Access, Publisher, and Lync in smarter ways
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Mastering Microsoft Forefront UAG 2010 CustomizationPackt Publishing, 2012


	In the world of enterprise-class software products, software development companies

	often find themselves struggling with merely finishing the product and getting

	it out to the market before their competitors beat them to the punch. In this type

	of situation, more often than not, the developers are happy if the customer is just...
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Perinatal PsychopharmacologySpringer, 2019

	This book focuses on recent advances in research and practical recommendations regarding the use of psychotropic drugs during pregnancy and lactation, two important social and psychological life events for women. In addition to the social context, including the addition of a new family member, many women experience the occurrence or...
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Professional SQL Server 2005 Reporting ServicesWrox Press, 2006
SQL Server reporting Services is the customizable reporting solution for report designers and programmers. This hands-on guide will get you up to speed quickly so you can design, deploy, manage, and even customize reporting solutions. You can create powerful reports without programming knowledge and extend reporting solutions using VB, C#, and...
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Security in Computing Systems: Challenges, Approaches and SolutionsSpringer, 2008

	This monograph on Security in Computing Systems: Challenges, Approaches and
	Solutions aims at introducing, surveying and assessing the fundamentals of secu
	rity with respect to computing. Here, “computing” refers to all activities which
	individuals or groups directly or indirectly perform by means of computing sys
	tems,...
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MPLS and VPN Architectures, Vol. 2Cisco Press, 2003
MPLS and VPN Architectures, Volume II, builds on the best-selling MPLS and VPN Architectures, Volume I (1-58705-002-1), from Cisco Press. Extending into more advanced topics and deployment architectures, Volume II provides readers with the necessary tools they need to deploy and maintain a secure, highly available VPN.
MPLS and VPN...
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Simplexity: Why Simple Things Become Complex (and How Complex Things Can Be Made Simple)Hyperion, 2009

	"Sure to be a deserved hit among the ever-growing Freakonomics crowd."

	--Booklist


	"Kluger makes the modern world comprehensible."

	--Publishers Weekly


	"A fascinating journey."

	--Library Journal


	Sometimes a complex...
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